


The arrival of the new Methodist church on Lisburn Road,

Belfast, is the outcome of hard decisions and extended

negotiations.  Permission to demolish a listed building and

rebuild on the same site would suggest either an

accommodating planning service or a very compelling

combination of circumstances and client needs.  In the event

the decision rested on the second of these two scenarios.

Over the years the Methodist church has made a major

contribution to the life of Belfast and its architecture.

Methodist College which opened in 1868 is one instance and

University Road Church, with its slender brick campanile – a

potent landmark in the city, another.  Sadly that building faces

an uncertain future, changing demographics and the taste for

suburban living has seen its congregation dwindle and the

church has become redundant.  In 2002 its congregation was

amalgamated with its sister church on Lisburn Road.  Built

1905-06 to designs by J.J. Phillips and Son, it was designed as

the church hall and Sunday school for a large Gothic Revival

church that was never executed, due in part to two world wars

and the intervening depression.  Finally in 1965 a modern

church hall was added.  Originally the church and hall were

sited at some distance from the roadway and at about two

metres above it.  Behind railings it was a somewhat remote

presence in the streetscape; flights of steps led up to the stone

building which included a fine Gothic traceried window in its

gabled front. 

The coming together of the two congregations was the cause

of much soul searching for the church.  The needs to redefine its

role in today's changing society and the importance of moving

with the times were identified.  Following a far reaching study

of the local community's needs and possible ways forward it

was resolved that the traditional pattern of church life and the

emphasis on Sunday worship were now of less relevance.

Instead, as a path forward, the congregation should form

partnerships with sympathetic organizations in the area in

order to server the community.  The needs of a wide range of

people were identified, from children and young people to

ethnic minorities and 'people classed as vulnerable'.  With these

future intentions in mind it was clear that the church and the

hall were unsuitable for the proposed programme of events and

that extensive new building and alterations were needed.  In

addition extensive repairs were needed.  The fabric of the

building was a major cause for concern; the walls in Scrabo

stone needed repair, the traceried window was in a ruinous

state and the roof had been severely damaged by an explosion

which had destroyed the nearby Police Station.

At this stage proposals for alternative schemes were invited

from local practices with a proven record in church and
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conservation work; to evaluate the re-use and extension of

the buildings or the clearance of the site.  Kennedy Fitzgerald

Architects were appointed with Doran Consulting as structural

engineers.  They proposed clearance despite the controversial

demolition of a listed building and the loss of a much loved and

and familiar place of worship.  The decision was prompted by

various considerations: the acute difficulties of designing an

assorted group of buildings on a sloping site and the associated

problems of universal access; the undermining of existing

foundations and the VAT factor which would have put the

scheme beyond the finances of the Church.  On the other hand

the clearance and levelling of the site offered overwhelming

advantages, making an offer that was very hard to refuse.  It

gave the chance to design a single building beside the road and

give direct access to the church at pavement level.
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The foundation stone was laid in May 2011 and the building

opened on Easter Sunday 2012.  The site had been levelled and

an in-situ piled retaining wall, 2.5m in height was constructed

at the rear.  The building is three storied and its massing is

fragmented with set-backs to the second floor level, projections

and recessions to the street frontage and changes in material.

The entrance door and glazed foyer is framed by ashlar

rendering which carries the inscription Agápē (meaning the

love of God).  On one side a cylindrical prayer room rises

through two floors and on the other the lift shaft with

machinery over rises campanile-like to a glazed kiosk which

encloses a white crucifix on an orb or circular disc – the emblem

of Methodism.  The building is a welcoming yet civic presence

on the site and sits comfortably with its neighbouring suburban

housing and terraces – the choice of Hansen Wilnecote

brickwork is particularly sympathetic to the context.  Planters

define the edge of the site and these carry along the pavement

line on each side of the entrance, where an apron in limestone

paving marks the approach and a meeting place and sense of

interval before entering.

The building is roughly divided fore and aft on the line of the

tower; to the right the worship area and prayer room and to the

left the main hall with office spaces above.  The foyer and café

rise through two floors with a mezzanine youth area

overlooking the space.  Beyond, the worship area, the spiritual

heart of the building is discreetly withdrawn as required by the

client.  A glazed screen leads to a white walled almost puritan

cubic form with boarded ceiling.  Curved lines of seating

converge radially on a corner and pulpit.  The stained glass in

the eastern windows was designed by David Esler of Leadline,

and features Healing, Hope, Love, Justice, Peace and The
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Kindness of God and the themes of ethnic diversity.  The

architects designed the church furnishings in ash (favoured in

the Methodist tradition) and stainless steel.  Items include the

communion table, pulpit, reading desk, font and communion

rail.  The walls of the platform are panelled in ash and where

they converge the corner is bridged to allow for a storage space

(the worship area doubles as a seminar and lecture room and

the church fittings can be stowed away on these occasions).

The circular prayer room, a prominent feature on the

streetscape, is lit by a circular oculus in the roof which bathes

the interior in suffused lighting.  

To the left of the entrance foyer a corridor leads to the lifts and

stairs to the office spaces over.  These include large open plan

offices, three meeting rooms and a music room.  At ground floor

the main hall is multipurpose, it can seat up to 150 people for

major events and other functions - it is flanked by generous

kitchen facilities.  

The architects were appointing in 2004 and due to protracted

negotiations the project had a long gestation period.  The

outcome indicates careful consideration for its environmental

impact and is to the credit of all those involved.  The design is

finely tuned to its setting in respect of scale, siting, massing and

materials.  Lisburn Road has changed over recent years

becoming more commercial and urban in character, and the

new buildings reflect these circumstances – some are

overscaled and insensitive to their context but this building is a

distinguished architectural response – as is to be expected from

a firm with such an extended catalogue of award winning

designs.  The Agápē Centre with its campanile-like feature (a

reminder perhaps of University Road) is a modern and felicitous

companion to the two Victorian churches nearby – it strikes

exactly the right note of public engagement and 

Methodist worship.

David Evans

SITU: Belfast South Methodist Church, 
Lisburn Road, Belfast 
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